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Career Coaching for the Fast Changing Workplace 
Tuesday 23rd March 2021 

9:45am – 12:10pm 
Virtual Seminar 

Welcome to another Psychometrics Forum virtual seminar.  For this session our theme is career coaching and we have 
two different perspectives to share with you.  Dr Stewart Desson invites us to explore an individual’s Big Five Traits 
using a digital tool called Lumina Coach which he has developed as part of the Lumina offering.  It was specifically 
developed to help individuals take their learning and exploration beyond the workshop to be more hands-on with their 
own career development.  Lucy Standing and Flandra Abdullahu from Brave Start take us on a journey through the 
career psychometric landscape and explain the assumptions behind the tools, how useful they are and where the gaps 
exist in supporting adults to make informed career choices. 

09.45 Registration (bring-your-own coffee and conversation) 

10.00 Welcome and Introductions: TPF Event Chairs – Xanthy Kallis & Lynne Hindmarch 

10.05 Digital Coaching with Lumina Spark: Dr Stewart Desson FCIPD 

How can a digital and dynamic exploration of an individual’s Big Five traits support an effective 
coaching dialogue?  The theory behind measuring ‘adaptive’ and ‘maladaptive’ traits within the 
Lumina Spark module will be explained followed by a live demonstration of the digital ‘Spark 
Coach’ instrument. 

Stewart is an experienced Business Psychologist, the CEO and founder of Lumina Learning, and 
the author of the innovative Lumina Spark psychometric.  He has a PhD in Business Psychology 

and is a Chartered Fellow with the CIPD. His PhD has shown that ‘adaptive’ and ‘maladaptive’ traits 
can be measured at both ends of the Big Five polarities.  He created the hugely successful Lumina Spark psychometric 
which is used with clients across the globe. He is particularly focused on looking at how personality can help and hinder 
people’s application and effectiveness in terms of career development, innovation, leadership, engagement and 
dealing with pressure. 

10.55 Coffee break and networking 

11.15 The Career Test Market and Career Changer: Lucy Standing and Flandra Abdullahu 

Newspaper articles, white papers, government think tanks – not to mention books such as the 100 year life, talk about 
the importance of people living and working longer.  As people age their values change, people want to work and they 
are interested in what support they can obtain from the career test market. We will share our review of the ‘career 
test market’ from the viewpoint of a ‘career changer’ and share our thoughts, but more importantly recommendations 
for future test development. 
 

Lucy Standing is a Chartered 
Psychologist and Associate Fellow 
of the British Psychological Society 
(BPS).  In 2015, she was elected Vice 
Chair of the Association for Business 
Psychology (ABP).  Lucy is the 
Founder of Brave Starts CIC, a not 

for profit focused on helping people in the latter stages 
of their career change jobs and move into roles which 
will help them lead fuller working lives.  Prior to this, 
Lucy worked in the consultancy, investment banking 
and strategy consulting sectors.  She has also owned 
and sold a hotel business. 

Flandra Abdullahu is a Volunteer 
researcher at Brave Starts and 
Solutions Intern at the Mind Gym.  
She is also a volunteer for the ABP 
being a part of the 2021 and 2020 
annual conferences. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

12.05 Closing remarks: TPF Event Chairs – Xanthy Kallis & Lynne Hindmarch 
 
12.10 Session ends 
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Booking Details 
With a break from our usual face-to-face venue of the Naval Club we are continuing the reduced cost for this virtual 
event of £6 for members and £16 for non-members*.   
 
Reserve your place and pay online via our online booking facility.  You can either click on the link here:  Eventbrite 
Booking TPF 23rd March 2021 , or go to our website The Psychometrics Forum and follow the event booking link;  Or 
if you prefer to use the traditional method of completing the booking form (attached) and sending it to Caro Leitzell 
by post (16 The Hall Way, Littleton, Winchester, Hampshire. SO22 6QL) or by email at 
administration@psychometricsforum.org. Payment by bank transfer or cheque (bank details appear in the booking 
form, cheques to be sent to the same address) needs to be received by Friday 19th March at the latest in order to 
confirm your attendance. Receipts will be emailed to you. Please note that we will only accept a booking once the 
attendance fee is paid. 
Refunds: If you need to cancel your place, provided the Administrator is informed before 11am on Monday 22nd 
March the full payment will be refunded. 
 
Reminder: this seminar will be recorded and we advise those attending to switch off their video, if they do not wish 
to be included. 
 
Continuous Professional Development 
CPD certificates will be emailed to all attendees after the event. 
 
*Note about membership: you can join the Psychometrics Forum at any time. If you sign up for membership at the 
time of booking and pay by direct debit, you will be able to immediately take advantage of the reduced rate for 
members. Membership forms are available directly from our Administrator, Caro Leitzell on tel no. 01962 880920 or 
email administration@psychometricsforum.org or can be downloaded directly from the Forum website: Membership 
of the Forum 
 
We are sure you will find this a particularly valuable day and very much look forward to seeing you there.  
Yours sincerely 
 
Tameron Chappell 
Chair of The Psychometrics Forum 
 
Contact: Tameron Chappell, tel:  01865 748365, email tameron.chappell@athinka.com 
 
Dates for your Diary (topics to be confirmed) 
Wednesday 23rd  June  
Thursday 23rd September 
Wednesday 24th November: New Frontiers Seminar (location to be confirmed) 
Wednesday 24th November (4:30pm - 6pm): Annual Excellence in Psychometrics Award and Networking Event 
(location to be confirmed) 
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